Reading List 6 – A selection of Student BMJ articles

Find the following articles on the Internet – your teacher will either ask you to read all or some of these articles. After reading them, bring your copies to class and discuss your readings with your teacher and classmates.

1. A pizza a day may keep cancer away
   By Shiba Sinha – Back issues/news

2. Creepy crawly medicine – does it work?
   By Chaudry, S. and Bayat, A. – Back issues/education

3. Reflecting on SARS in Toronto
   By Tim Hanna – Back issues/reviews

4. Children’s right to sight
   By Gilbert, C. and Awan, H. – Back issues/education

5. World Medical Association “appalled” at oral mutilation in Africa
   By Chibuzo Odigwe – Back issues/news

Note: ‘Back issues’ means older issues, not the current one.